TO VALIDATE THIS TEMPORARY PERMIT:

1. Put this permit on your dashboard in full view.

   Use of this permit to park in other locations (surface lots, handicap, reserved spots, or areas designated as no parking, tow away or reserved 24 hours) will result in a parking ticket and/or towing.

   **This permit is not valid at any parking meter unless the meter fee is paid and time limits observed.**

2. Park in one of the following locations:

   - University Street Parking Garage (PGU)- 201 N. University
   - Northwestern Avenue Parking Garage (PGNW)-504 Northwestern
   - Wood St. Garage (PGW)- 120 S. Grant St.
   - Harrison St. Garage (PGH)- 719 Clinic Drive

   *On Purdue’s campus map, each garage is referred to by its abbreviation.

Decreased summer traffic allows Purdue to issue temporary parking permits for STAR guests, although some garages may be temporarily closed for maintenance. Campus parking is usually reserved on weekdays for faculty, staff and off-campus students.

**If you park in the Grant Street Garage, **YOU** will be responsible for the charge.